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Towards a ‘Cultural Commons’ Approach to International Cooperation in the 
Framework of the UNESCO Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the 

Diversity of Cultural Expressions

D. Sridhar Patnaik∗

Introduction

This  paper  presents  an  opportunity  to  consider  aspects  of  international  cultural 

cooperation in the realm of the UNESCO Convention on the Protection and Promotion of 

the Diversity of Cultural Expressions (hereinafter the Convention or Cultural Diversity 

Convention) adopted in October 2005 and entered into force in 2007. Besides ensuring 

‘culture’,  its  formidable  place  in  international  law the adoption  of  the Convention  is 

heralded as a significant way forward in contribution to the movement of protection and 

promotion  of  cultural  diversity.1 Axiomatic  to  this,  is  the  press  release  by  the 

International Network for Cultural Diversity – it makes a point, and is of interest in the 

current context – it says: “If the objective of the [Convention] is to declare the right of 

States  to  implement  cultural  policies  and  to  establish  a  new  foundation  for  future 

cooperation, the Treaty has succeeded. If the objective is to carve out cultural goods and 

services from the trade agreements, the Treaty is inadequate, at least in the short 

term”.2  Therefore, the idea is to explore if ‘Cultural Commons’3 approach (hereinafter 

the  commons’  approach)  is  viable  in  realizing  the  Preambular  objectives  of  the 

Convention in functionalizing international cooperation that can result in protection and 

 Assistant Professor and Course Coordinator, Post Graduate Diploma in International Law and Diplomacy, 
The Indian Society of International Law, New Delhi, India. <sdabiru@gmail.com> Paper presented in the 
panel ‘Cultural Commons, Institutions and Governance’ in the First International  Workshop of Cultural 
Commons,  29-30 January 2010,  organized  by CSS –  EBLA  International  Center  for  Research  on  the 
Economics  of  Culture,  Institutions  and Creativity,  Turin,  Italy.  The author wishes  to  acknowledge the 
conference organizers for the award of financial grant that enabled this participation.
1 For an account of  making the Convention work, see Nina Obuljen, “The Convention on the Protection 
and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions: making it work” (paper presented at the seminar 
on cultural diversity, Interarts Foundation, Barcelona, Spain, 13-15 December 2005).
2 As cited in N.Obuljen (2005).
3 This work draws inspiration and builds on the doctrine of commons regime in the natural resources 
propounded by Elinor Ostrom, Charlotte Hess. See for instance interalia an interesting article on 
interdisciplinary research in common-pool resources, Charlotte Hess and Elinor Ostrom, “Ideas, Artifacts, 
And Facilities: Information As A Common Pool Resource”, Law and Contemporary Problems 66 (2003): 
111-145.
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promotion  of  cultural  industries  from  developing  countries  and  thereby  facilitate  a 

balanced cultural exchange and also in guaranteeing that cultural and economic aspects 

are treated equally in the market context. The Convention refers to cultural diversity as 

“the manifold ways in which the cultures of groups and societies find expression. These 

expressions are passed on within and among groups and societies” (Art 4.1). The usage of 

the  term  ‘culture’4 in  this  paper  refers  to  the  aesthetic,  anthropological  aspects  with 

reference to the heritage of ‘immaterial’ culture within the ambit of portraying culture in 

terms of expressions as laid down in the Convention.

The  paper  is  divided  into  three  parts.  It  would  be  argued  that  an  appropriate 

understanding  of  the  legal  options  for  international  cooperation  in  the  Convention, 

manifest with commons’ approach is the key for good governance. Part I of the paper 

deals with the Convention’s normative framework of international cooperation. Part II 

deals with the prospects for extension or application of the cultural commons approach to 

the Convention, with a focus on the challenges of globalization to cultural diversity and 

the need to address cultural diversity as public good. Some concluding observations are 

presented  in  Part  III  of  the  paper.  Two  caveats  at  the  outset:  It  is  understood  that 

globalization is contemporaneous and no value based judgments are being offered. The 

other  caveat  is:  substantive  analysis  in  Part  II  of  the  paper  is  based on some expert 

commentaries/remarks but not on any economic doctrine.

4 As a sampler, three different concepts of culture may be presented:
“In the Anglo-Saxon world, in particular, culture is often used as a synonym for civilization (e.g. Samuel 
Huntington’s well-known book “The Clash of Civilizations”). Used in this sense, culture encompasses all 
spiritual, intellectual and practical activities of distinct social groups.
A  second  version  equates  culture  with  the  cultural  heritage  of  humankind.  This  version  focuses  on 
outstanding  treasures  of  art  and  archaeology  of  past  epochs.[e.g.  UNESCO Convention  on  Intangible 
Cultural Heritage].
[..] Culture is sometimes used to denote a process of creativity in all areas of knowledge production, such 
as art  and, to a limited extent, the sciences.  […]”. See Christoph Beat  Graber,  Substantive Rights and 
Obligations  under  the  UNESCO Convention  on  Cultural  Diversity,  NCCR Trade  Working  Paper  No. 
2008/8,  May  2008,  http://www.nccr-trade.org/images/stories/publications/Graber_maastricht_18.9.07.pdf 
(accessed 6 November 2009).
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I. Normative Framework of International Cooperation: UNESCO Convention for 

the Promotion and Protection of the Diversity of Cultural Expression

In  the  modern  world  with  the  advent  of  international  integration  it  is  important  to 

promote  mutual  understanding  of  people  and  cultures  across  the  world.  Such  an 

understanding is imperative for a peaceful world premised on the idea that cultures of 

different countries have mutual influences and that cultural  individuality of nations is 

restored and enriched as a result of contacts with traditions and cultural heritage of other 

nations.5 The  end  of  decolonization  ushered  in  the  political  emancipation  of  people 

around the world leading to the adoption of the UNESCO Declaration on the Principles 

of  International  Cultural  Cooperation.  The  Declaration  states  categorically  that  any 

culture has a dignity and value that must be respected while recognizing that people have 

the  right  and  duty  to  develop  their  culture.  While  the  same  is  reaffirmed  in  the 

Convention,  it  however  points  out  that  globalization  facilitated  by  information  and 

communication technologies poses a challenge to cultural diversity on account of risks 

associated  with  imbalances  between  rich  and  poor  countries.  For  this  purpose,  an 

appropriate  assessment  and  understanding  of  the  Cultural  Diversity  Convention’s 

normative framework for international cooperation outlining its concepts and objectives 

is important. 

A  commitment  towards  international  cultural  cooperation  is  the  most  important 

obligation,  among others,  in the UNESCO Convention.  The principle  of international 

solidarity  and  cooperation  in  one  of  the  important  ‘Guiding  principles’6 of  the 

Convention and it requires parties to endeavor to strengthen their bilateral, regional and 

international cooperation for creation of conditions conducive to the promotion of the 

diversity of cultural expressions.7 Article 12 of the Convention lays down the scope of 

international cooperation. It states that Parties to the Convention: a) facilitate dialogue 

5 L.Galenskaya, International Cooperation in Cultural Affairs, Recueil Des Cours, 1986(III) at p.273
6 Article 2(4) of the UNESCO Convention. The other principles are: Principle of respect for human rights 
and fundamental freedoms; Principle of sovereignty; Principle of equal dignity and respect for all cultures; 
Principle of complimentarity of economic and cultural aspects of development; Principle of sustainable 
development; Principle of equitable access: Principle of openness and balance. 
7 Tania Voon, “UNESCO And The WTO: A Clash of Cultures”,  International and Comparative Law 
Quarterly, 55 (2006) at p.640.
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among Parties  on cultural  policy,  b) enhance public  sector strategic  and management 

capacities  in  cultural  public  sector  institutions,  through professional  and international 

cultural  exchanges  and  sharing  of  best  practices,  c)  reinforce  partnerships  with  and 

among civil society, non-governmental organizations and the private sector in fostering 

and  promoting  the  diversity  of  cultural  expressions,  d)  promote  the  use  of  new 

technologies,  encourage  partnerships  to  enhance  information  sharing  and  cultural 

understanding,  and  foster  the  diversity  of  cultural  expressions,  e)  encourage  the 

conclusion  of  co-production  and  co-distribution  agreements.  The  relevance  of  such 

cooperation  is  significant  for  cultural  exchange  and  protection  of  local  industries, 

particularly  to  nurture  and  protect  cultural  industries  in  developing  countries  and 

international cultural cooperation could further be facilitated if that is not limited by the 

links  between  States  and  international  governmental  organizations.8 With  this 

understanding towards cooperative action by States as envisaged under the Convention, 

the first Conference of Parties (2007) held in Paris, established implementation priorities 

for  the  first  two  years  and  set  up  an  Intergovernmental  Committee9 (Committee, 

hereafter)  to develop operational guidelines for giving proper clarity to the normative 

framework of international cooperation and effective implementation of the Convention 

for  realizing  international  cooperation  (Arts.12-18;  Convention),  particularly  in  the 

context of North-South cooperation. The provisions of such cooperation also reflect the 

goals  of  the development  partnership  agreed on in  the UN Millennium Development 

Goals  (MDG) committing  itself  to  reduce  poverty  and to  enable  global  development 

partnership between North and South. In order to realize those objectives, the Convention 

called for establishment of the International Fund for Cultural Diversity (Art.18; ‘IFCD’ 

hereafter), comprising of resources made by Parties on voluntary basis and the usage of 

such  resources  will  be  determined  by  the  Committee  on  the  basis  of  guidelines 

determined by the Conference of Parties (Art.18(3) & (4)). The Convention stipulated 

principle of preferential treatment basing on the centrality of cooperation in the treaty. 

Accordingly  developed  countries  shall  facilitate  cultural  exchanges  with  developing 

countries  by  granting  through  the  appropriate  institutional  and  legal  framework, 

8 note 5 at p.274
9 So far the Committee held three session in Ottawa, December (2007); Paris, June (2008) and December 
(2008).
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preferential treatment to artists and other cultural professionals and practitioners, as well 

as cultural goods and services from developing countries. Needless to say, international 

cooperation was an important agenda item in the sessions of the Committee held so far 

and for long it has been an important issue. The Committee commissioned six experts to 

prepare papers addressing aspects of cooperation with respect to preferential treatment 

for  developing  countries  and  to  commit  funding  of  States  to  the  IFCD on a  regular 

basis.10 The first meeting of experts that took place in Madrid from 10 -12 July 2007 

identified the need for developing new approaches to inter  cultural  cooperation in the 

context  of  lack  or  slow  development  of  an  intellectual,  conceptual  framework  to 

cooperation  programmes11 that  is  aimed  at  cooperation  in  the  broad  sense  and  for 

development.12 The work of the Committee is crucial  for establishing frameworks for 

translating  principles  and  objectives  of  the  Convention  into  action.13 Underlying  its 

importance,  there  is  a  need  to  exhort  ourselves  to  identify  such  framework for 

cooperation, which this paper seeks to advocate.  

II. Prospects for Extension of ‘Cultural Commons’ Concept to UNESCO 

Convention: An Initial Inquiry

One  way  of  exploring  the  prospects  of  ‘cultural  commons’  approach  to  the  present 

Convention is to identify necessary arguments for protection and promotion of cultural 

diversity by focusing on: 1) Challenges to cultural diversity in an era of global markets, 

2) Addressing this challenge warrants us to categorize diversity of cultural expressions as 

‘public goods’.

10Jim McKee, “Challenges and Opportunities in Effectively Implementing the UNESCO Convention on the 
Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions” (paper presented at the XIXth Congress 
of the International Federation of Actors, 24 October 2008) 
11 UNESCO Document, CE/07/1.IGC/INF.3, Paris, 4 October 2007 at p.4
12 Ibid at p.12 (CE/07/1.IGC/INF.3)
13 note 10
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1. Challenges to cultural diversity in an era of global markets

As is obvious, culture is the key to social relations, shared values and human identities. 

Although there is a general understanding that globalization promotes cultural diversity 

even  so  there  are  aspects  trade  and development  intertwined  with  culture  that  could 

hamper the process protection of cultural diversity.  Hence the preservation of cultural 

diversity in a globalized world is the theme focused on by the UNESCO in the present 

Convention. In its Preamble, the Convention notes in attainment of its objectives that, 

“cultural  activities,  goods and services  have  both an  economic  and a  cultural  nature, 

because they convey identities, values and meanings, and must therefore not be treated as 

solely  having  commercial  value”.  Also  worth  noting  is  the  fact  that  the  Convention 

“recommends free flow of ideas in word and image”.  The ‘cultural commons’ approach 

where artists, individuals etc exchange ideas, promote creativity resulting in an intangible 

cultural  heritage  explains  the  importance  or  value  of  culture  apart  from  its  trade 

connotations. Therefore, strengthening of cultural and creative industries cannot be seen 

from an economic perspective alone, as culture is intangible and cannot be valued either. 

While  there  is  still  considerable  amount  of  research  that  needs  to  be  done  on  this 

approach in the current context, there are nonetheless some important observations that 

could  give  us  a  direction.  One of  them relevant  for  the  present  discussion  is  David 

Bolliers’s remarks on cultural diversity and international cooperation, he says:

If the idea of cultural diversity is going to mean anything and if it is going to gain 

mainstream  credibility,  then  we  need  to  develop  a  story  for  why  culture  has 

intrinsic value. We need a narrative that explains why art, music, film, literature, 

and other cultural art forms and practices are not simply feedstock for the market, 

but  something  that  must  remain  inalienable  in  key  respects  if  it  is  going  to 

survive.14 

Bollier quite appropriately called for ‘commons’ agenda for the UNESCO Convention on 

Cultural Diversity. His appeal is “in its practical, strategic value in making a new set of 

14 David Bollier,  “Global  Markets,  Culture and the Commons” (paper  presented at the meeting for the 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C, January 10-11, 2005)
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values heard in public policy discussions”.15 This suggests the idea that Law is a social 

construct  and  by  the  nature  of  this  phenomenon,  it  takes  into  fold  many  virtues  of 

aspirations of the society and to translate them in terms of its objectives in the social, 

cultural,  political,  economic  and  technological  realms.  Of  course  it  is  important  to 

maintain a balance of objectives and aspirations to realize a certain order in the society as 

they form part of a social process continuum. It is an undeniable fact that the aspirations-

objectives continuum throws an objective debate as to what are the processes available to 

realize the over all  goals. It is here a ‘cultural commons’ approach could be a viable 

alternative process. One may mention in particular some perspectives of C.Bowers on 

‘cultural commons’ relevant to the discussion here. Few of them are presented here albeit 

in summary form:16

The cultural commons represents the largely non-monetized and non-commodified 

knowledge, skills, activities and relationships that exist in every community;

The cultural  commons are  the basis  of local  economies  and systems  of mutual 

support that contrast sharply with the market system that’s is driven by the need to 

create a demand for the constant stream of new products

[…]  experiences  in  the  cultural  commons  are  more  likely  to  strengthen  the 

propensity to cooperate rather than to compete, and to lead identifying oneself more 

in  terms  of  mutually  supportive  relationships  […].with  a  broad  segment  of 

community.

Bower’s beguiling argument presupposes that this approach is built on the premise of the 

existence of an international community based on interdependence, shared responsibility 

and solidarity.17 However, as made in an earlier reference in this paper, the Convention 

points out that globalization facilitated by information and communication technologies 

poses a challenge to cultural  diversity on account of risks associated with imbalances 

15 Ibid., 
16 C. Bowers, “Revitalizing the Cultural Commons in an Era of Political and Ecological Uncertainities” on 
http://another-green-world.blogspot.com/2008/04/cultural-commons.html (accessed 20 December 2009)
17 Thomas Cottier and Hertig Maya, “The Prospects of 21 Century Constitutionalism” at 270, Max Planck 
Yearbook of United Nations Law, 7 (2003) ay p.270. On the notion of solidarity in international law, see, 
Rudiger Wolfrum, “Solidarity amongst States: An Emerging Structural Principle of International  Law”, 
Indian Journal of International Law, 49 (2009): 8-20.
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between rich and poor countries thereby presenting some grim realities that necessitates 

the need for cultural commons approach or typology to international cooperation. There 

are other reports and issues that go to the heart of the matter. While addressing these 

concerns, some more observations of C. Bowers are apposite in this context. For instance, 

Bowers  says  that  ‘...the  word  community  encompasses  many  aspects  of  cultural 

commons,  as  everything  that  has  been  passed down from the past.  [However,  often] 

community is understood as a mere geographical  entity [..]  to most  people,  the word 

community  does  not  carry the connotation  of  representing  the symbolic  systems  that 

govern  relationships,  legal  and  political  processes,  and  the  whole  range  of  activities, 

skills, and mentoring activities carried on outside of a money economy ’.18 Analogous to 

this view, is the phenomenon depicted by Bollier,  he observes: ‘in global trade circles, 

the  prevailing  story  for  talking  about  culture  is  the  story  of  the  market  [where] 

globalization is all about expanding the governance rules of markets to all corners of the 

globe.  It  is  about subjecting social  relations  and resource management  to a matrix  of 

property rights, contracts and market exchange’. Kofi Annan’s Millennium Report19 and 

Declaration adopted at the Millennium Summit in 2000 notes that globalization projected 

a  “world  that  is  interconnected  as  never  before-one  in  which  groups  and individuals 

interact more and more directly across State frontiers, often without involving the State at 

all”.20 Annan,  further,  remarks  that  the  opportunities  presented  by  globalization  are 

unequally distributed …while expressing the fear that corporate driven globalization is 

interalia  undermining  local  traditions  and  cultures.21 Therefore,  it  is  advocated  that 

Governments recognize aspects of globalization that seriously threaten cultural diversity, 

heritage,  environmental  sustainability,  as  well  as  the  common  good.22 This  analysis 

necessitates us to revisit the modern categorization of the meaning of ‘community’ and to 

make a claim for progressive reinforcement of all those elements that benefit humankind. 

18 C.A.Bowers,  Resisting  the  Further  Enclosure  of  the  Digital  Commons,  in  Critical  Essays  on  the 
Enclosure  of  the  Cultural  Commons  (2007)  at  http://www.p2pfoundation.net/Critical 
_Essays_on_the_Enclosure_of_the_Cultural_Commons (accessed 31 December 2009).
19 See,  “We  the  Peoples:  The  Role  of  the  United  Nations  in  the  21st Century”, 
http://www.un.org/millennium/sg/report (accessed 1 December 2009)
20 Ibid.,
21 See,  A/54/959 of  8 August  2000, “We the Peoples Millennium Forum, Declaration and Agenda for 
Action,  Strengthening  the  United  Nations  for  the  21st Century”, 
http://www.un.org/millennium/declaration.htm (accessed 1 December 2009)
22 See,  Rahmatullah Khan, The Anti-Globalization Protests: Side-show of Global  Governance,  or Law-
making on the Streets, Heidelberg Journal of International Law, 61(2001) at p.332.
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Comprehending these consequences, Bruno Simma’s position that “the [objective] of jus  

cogens principle in international law is for securing the prevalence of most interests and 

fundamental values of the international community” makes an important reference at this 

juncture.23  For that reason one has to think within the paradigm of change and bring to 

the forefront the need for developing new approaches to the ongoing challenges posed by 

globalization  significantly  in  aspects  pertaining  to  certain  specific  areas  which  are 

phenomenal like protection of cultural diversity and issues of human rights, nature and 

flow  of  investments  as  they  are  affecting  the  trade  and  economic  areas,  scientific 

evolutions in the field of genomics, drug inventions, evolving role of information and 

communications technology in development leading to debates concerning digital divide, 

etc. It is essential that such approaches from part of international legal theory as an area 

like international law in the modern world is driven by specialization and fragmentation.24

2. Cultural diversity as public good

The other and equally important view, one may note and reflect  is report of the first 

meeting of experts on international cooperation on the UNESCO Convention that was 

held in Madrid from 10 – 12 July 2007. For here, an observation of the expert group is 

pertinent: 25

…as a world level public good, cultural diversity generates rights and obligations 

that affect the entire human community. The logical consequence, then, is that this 

dimension  should  be  taken  into  account,  operatively,  in  the  moment  of  the 

protection and promotion of this good. One of the deepest foundations of the duty 

of international cultural cooperation would, then, be located in this conception.

23 Bruno Simma, “From Bilateralism to Community Interest in International Law”, Recueil Des Cours, 250 
(1994: VI) at p.289
24 On the task of theory building in international  law, see,  R.St.J.Macdonald and Douglas M.Johnston, 
“International  Legal  Theory:  New  Frontiers  of  the  Discipline,”  in  The  Structure  and  Process  of  
International Law: Essays in Legal Philosophy Doctrine and Theory, ed. Macdonald and Johnston (Hague: 
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1983), 1-14.
25 Convention on The Protection and Promotion of The Diversity of Cultural Expressions, First Meeting of 
Experts of International Cooperation, July 10-12 2007, Madrid. http://www.unesco.org/culture/cultural 
diversity/working_document_expert_meeting_madrid.pdf ( accessed 6 November 2009)
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In fact to contextualize international cultural cooperation, the Convention set off with the 

proclamation  of  cultural  diversity  as  humanity’s  common  heritage  and  as  a  defining 

characteristic  to  be  cherished  and preserved for  the  benefit  of  all.  This  diversity  is 

incorporated “in the uniqueness and plurality of the identities and cultural expressions of 

the peoples and societies making up humanity” and reaffirmed the conception of cultural 

diversity that “culture takes diverse forms across time and space”.26 It means preservation 

and  protection  of  the  diversity  of  cultural  expressions  is  responsibility  of  humanity. 

Particularly, if we look at the concept of ‘commons’, it largely refers to assets, resources 

or things owned by nobody but available for use by all without restrictions and properties 

of such nature are public goods for the benefit of humanity. Michael J. Madison and his 

collaborators put forward the thesis that “as public goods” creative, [cultural] expressions 

are nonrivalrous and nonexcludable27 and their advocacy that “cultural production is an 

inherently  social  phenomenon  taking  place  over  a  wide  range  of  scales  and  within 

complex and overlapping variety of formal and informal institutional process”,28 should 

be  welcomed  as  a  code  of  our  common  interests.  They  further  argue  that  “legal 

facilitation of innovation and creative production…cannot be confined to simple set of 

property  rules  to  incentivize  individual  innovative  and  creative  efforts…[and]  it  is  a 

question for public policy and legal theory [on] how…to use legal  and other tools  to 

encourage…equitable  cultural  environments”.29 Issues  relating  to  allocating  values  to 

resources  and exploitation  of  such  resources  led  to  new derivative  concepts  like  the 

common concern of mankind. While reflecting on this notion, A.A.Cancado Trinidade 

says  that  “the  more  recent  concept  of  common concern  of  mankind  has  deliberately 

avoided  proprietary  connotations...”  Instead  of  exploring  benefits  it  has  its  focus  on 

equitable sharing of [responsibilities] in social and temporal dimensions.30 It is important 

that  commons  approach  should  be  embedded  with  ethical  principles  that  are  shared 

globally.31 However,  it  may be opined that  besides the inherent  political  complexities 

26 Preamble of the UNESCO Convention
27 Michael J.Madison, Brett M. Frischmann and Katherine J.Strandburg, “Constructing Commons in the 
Cultural Environment”, Legal Studies Research Paper Series, (Working Paper No.2008-26, August 2008: 
University of Pittsburgh): 7, http://ssrn.com/abstract=1265793 (accessed on 20 December 2009).
28 Ibid., at p. 10
29 Ibid.,
30 For  an  account  of  the  significance  of  this  concept,  see  Antonio  Augusto  Cancado  Trinidade, 
International Law For Humankind: Towards a New Jus Gentium, Recueil Des Cours, 316 (2005): 385-396.
31 ifacca.org/publications/2007/11/29/theme-culture-and-ethics/ (accessed on 24 December 2009).
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pertaining to complication of the concept, there is nothing much to offer. Reverting to the 

theme of this paper, if we transpose or rearrange this stated goal or objective with that of 

the  concept  of  ‘cultural  commons’,  then,  it  appears  that  we  do  certainly  have  the 

commons’ approach underlying the Convention that should be realized and revitalized for 

a possible foundation for a dialogue to govern our actions. This endeavor could be best 

explained by reevaluating for a greater clarity, the complexities involved in the cultural 

affairs,  and in  reference  to ‘construction  of  cultural  things by law’.  Here,  Michael  J. 

Madison had another opportunity to point out:

Cultural  works and information goods have always  been socially constructed in 

many senses, meaning that they do not arise “naturally” or inevitably but instead 

are  the  products  of  human  actions  and  interactions  with  each  other,  social 

institutions  and  systems,  and  our  physical  environment.  The  traditional 

economically-inspired  realm  of  production  around  which  intellectual  property 

protection  is  designed  cannot  be  treated  as  independent  of  the  larger  cultural 

environment within which it is situated.32

This  debate  that  fluctuate  between the two views of “social  construction”  of cultural 

diversity and appropriation of such diversity is of utmost importance and deserves to be 

to met decisively with all necessary means and draw the lesson that “Harmonization of 

the  competing  outlooks  and  activities  can  take  place  through  recourse  to  formal  or 

informal,  community-based  structures  supported  by  a  legal  regime.  The  latter,  to  be 

effective,  requires  that  there  be  mutual  respect  for  adequately  identified  rights  and 

duties”.33 The validity of these assertions is borne out by the need for global cooperation 

in the light of contemporary challenges as standards and values are an integral part of any 

culture and a basis for development, which is a goal in itself and gives meaning to our 

existence.34 

32 Michael J. Madison, “Law as Design: Objects, Concepts and Digital Things”, Case Western Reserve Law 
Review 56 (2005) at p. 381
33 Arvid Pardo and Carl Q. Christol, “The Common Interest: Tension Between the Whole and the Parts,”, in 
The Structure And Process of International Law, ed. MacDonald and Johnston (Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 
1983) at p.645
34 Culture and Ethics. http//www.ifacca.org/publications/2007/11/29/theme-culture-and-ethics/ (accessed 24 
December 2009).
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III. Epilogue

It is to everyone’s knowledge that cultural commons exist in every country and as diverse 

as world’s cultures. Any discussion pertaining to the application of cultural  commons 

approach to international cooperation in cultural affairs should be reinvigorated within 

the context of development of a normative model to the discipline of law, informed by 

sociology and anthropology. Although it is not a new phenomenon,35 there are number of 

ways that could be identified for spearheading this work, for instance, research groups 

may  be  formed  raising  a  whole  array  of  research  questions  ranging  from  cultural 

commons,  digital  commons,  enclosures etc  and in developing a doctrinary theoretical 

model  for  a  ‘commons’  approach.  It  would augment  understanding  of  behaviors  and 

beliefs  of  different  cultures  including  the  characteristics  and  significance  of 

intergenerational knowledge and treating cultural commons as global public goods and 

not as enclosures. The aim should be to attain inclusiveness with ‘commons’ approach for 

overcoming  issues  affecting  international  cooperation.  It  further  strengthens  the 

understanding  of  the  normative  basis  of  international  cooperation  under  the  present 

Convention.  As  noted  by  a  commentator36 “...any  act  of  cooperation  or  apparent 

cooperation needs to be interpreted within the context of related actions, and of prevailing 

expectations and shared beliefs, before its meaning can be properly understood”. In the 

context  of  shared  beliefs  and  values,  conflict  of  interests  may  become  limited.  The 

mandate required in this direction is to adopt such approaches or strategies to augment 

international  cooperation to promote and protect  diversity of cultural  expressions in a 

globalized  world.  It  is  a  daunting  task  that  requires  a  prescriptive  action.   Such  an 

approach would go a long way in lessening the realities of globalization and in ensuring 

international cooperation by reflecting sensitivity for this evolving area.

35 For Trends in disciplinary interests.,see Frank van Laerhoven and Eleanor Ostrom, “Traditions and trends 
in  the Study of  Commons”,  International  Journal  of  Commons,  1,(2007)  at  p.7.  Taking lead  from C. 
Bowers, we should also incorporate this model in the academic disciplines for deeper study and research. 
See, “Handbook for Faculty Workshops on How to Introduce Cultural Commons and Ecojustice Issues into 
Their Courses”, http://www.eauc.org.uk/file_uploads/handbook-revised.pdf (accessed 27 November 2009).
36 See, generally, Robert Keohane, Cooperation and International Regimes, Summary of Cooperation and  
International Regimes (Princeton University Press, 1984)
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